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JÂRTVUIȚI JÂRTVA DIREPTĂȚII: A CLOSE LOOK AT 

COGNATE OBJECT CONSTRUCTIONS IN OLD ROMANIAN 
 

IMOLA-ÁGNES FARKAS1 
 

Abstract. In this paper, I examine cognate object constructions in Old 

Romanian. The analysis reveals that, in addition to the existence of a large number 

and wide variety of transitive and transitivizing verb–cognate object pairs, aspectual 

cognate constructions are also present in this stage of the language. Moreover, I show 

that the verb can be not only (atelic) unergative but also (telic) unaccusative. As for 

the cognate object, the generalization is that it denotes a result; therefore, objects that 

are (almost) exclusively event-denoting (e.g. the supine nominal) are barred from 

occurring in this construction and those nominals that are ambiguous between an 

event and a result interpretation (e.g. the infinitive nominal) can appear in this 

construction but then the result interpretation becomes prominent. 

Keywords: cognate object, transitive, transitivizing, aspectual, result, event, 

Old Romanian. 

 

 

 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In a cognate object construction (COC) a verb takes an object the head noun of 

which is a nominalization of the verb stem. In other words, this cognate object (CO) 

expressed by a DP/NP is a semantic and morphological ‘copy’ of the verb (1a) or, in a 

broader sense, it is only semantically related to it (1b); cf. Creția (1956), Bejan (1972), 

Brâncuș and Saramandu (1998), Dimitriu (2002), Guruianu (2005), Hill and Roberge 

(2006), Frâncu (2009), Dragomirescu (2010, 2013), Dragomirescu and Nicolae (2013), 

Teleoacă (2012, 2013), Pană Dindelegan (2014, 2016), Pomian (2015) or Nicula Paraschiv 

and Niculescu (2016). 

 

(1) a. a-și  trăi traiul 

 INF=CL.POSS.3SG live life.DEF 

ʻto live one’s lifeʼ 

b. a  trăi o viață fericită 

 INF live a life happy.F 

ʻto live a happy lifeʼ 

 

More recent diachronic analyses (Dragomirescu 2010; Dragomirescu and Nicolae 

2013; Pană Dindelegan 2014, 2016; Nicula Paraschiv and Niculescu 2016) stress the idea 

that the pattern with a CO is much more frequent in Old Romanian (OR) than in Modern 

 
1 Babeş-Bolyai University, Faculty of Letters, imola.farkas@ubbcluj.ro. 
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Romanian (MR). However, it is not completely absent in this latter period either, where it is 

characteristic, first and foremost, of literary texts (șoptind şoapte de amor ʻwhispering 

whispers of loveʼ (ME, 4)) but it is also present in a few clichés of the regional (își fuge 

fuga ʻhe goes for a runʼ) and ecclesiastical language (amândoi am visat atunci câte un vis 

ʻthen we have both dreamed a dreamʼ (B.2001, 86)); see also Teleoacă (2012, 2013, 2017a, 

2017b).2 According to Frâncu (2009: 180, 357), in the first period of OR (1521−1640) the 

COC is extremely frequent in diverse – but especially religious – texts but it becomes less 

frequent in the second period (1640−1780), where the CO is gradually replaced by a non-

cognate synonym/hyponym or a verbal synonym/light verb is introduced in the VP; cf. also 

Farkas (2021a). As these constructions are less frequent in Middle/Pre-Modern Romanian, 

their gradual loss continues until the MR period (Dragomirescu 2013; Dragomirescu and 

Nicolae 2013).3 

In this paper, I examine COCs in OR by taking a close look at the corpus established 

for this period of language.4 The analysis shows that this stage of the language has a large 

number and wide variety of cognate constructions. Going beyond the verb- and CO-related 

features already discussed in the references introduced above, which, undoubtedly, have 

served as a useful starting point for my analysis, I discuss and illustrate the most representative 

syntactic and semantic features of the two building blocks of the construction. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the classification of COCs 

and clarifies the domain of the study by illustrating the type of cognate constructions that 

lie beyond the scope of the present investigation. Section 3 takes a closer look at transitive, 

transitivizing and aspectual COCs in OR. Section 4 examines the most prominent features 

of these constructions by focusing on the properties of the verb and those of the CO. 

Section 5 concludes. 

 
2 In addition, what one finds in everyday language is a well-defined class of COCs built with 

a verb of (re-)creation (e.g. a cânta ‘to sing’, a construi ‘to build’, a dansa ‘to dance’, a desena ‘to 

draw’, a juca ‘to play’, a picta ‘to paint’, a povesti ‘to tell’, a scrie ‘to write’, a visa ‘to dream’, a zidi 

‘to build’) or consumption (e.g. a mânca ‘to eat’, a bea ‘to drink’); cf. also Dragomirescu (2010). 

Also, special attention should be devoted to the COCs built with the verbs a trăi ‘to live’ and a muri 

‘to die’. For more details on these two verbs in a cognate configuration in (Old) Romanian and other 

(Romance) languages, see Farkas (2020). 
3 COCs are frequently subject to diachronic changes; see Horrocks and Stavrou (2010) or 

Lavidas (2013b) for (Ancient) Greek; Mittwoch (1998) for Hebrew; Lavidas (2013a, 2018) and van 

Gelderen (2018) for English. 
4 I compiled my corpus based on the 109 OR texts established for The Syntax of Old 

Romanian (edited by Gabriela Pană Dindelegan and published in 2016 by Oxford University Press), 

which are all representative for the two periods of OR. So far, I have selected and carefully read 76 

stylistically diverse, religious and non-religious texts, which are either original texts or are based on 

translation. Out of these texts, 19 did not contain any COC that would correspond to the definition 

and restrictions imposed in my analysis (see below). From the remaining 57 texts, I have compiled a 

list of more than 200 different verb–cognate object pairs. I have excerpted all the occurrences of 

verb–cognate object pairs found in these texts but examples where the verb and/or the CO has two or 

more different forms in two or more different sources – e.g. multe vorbe bune au vorbit ‘they spoke 

many kind words’ (NL, 119) and voroavă ... au vorovit ‘they spoke words’ (GIst, 18) – were taken 

into consideration only once. 
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 2. THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE COGNATE OBJECT CONSTRUCTION 

 

In a COC a verb takes an object the head noun of which is a nominalization of the 

verb stem. According to their most recent classification (cf. Horrocks and Stavrou 2010; 

Lavidas 2013a, 2013b, 2014, 2018; Gianollo and Lavidas 2013), these constructions are of 

three types. 

First, a transitive COC is built with a prototypical transitive verb, which obligatorily 

takes two arguments: a subject and an object argument, where the latter can be either a non-

cognate or a cognate nominal. In this sense, the verb a face ‘to do/make’ may take either a 

direct object such as o greșeală ‘a mistake’ (2a) or a CO such as fapte ‘deeds’ (2b) but it 

cannot appear in an intransitive configuration: 

 

(2) a. Ion  a făcut  *(o greșeală). 

John AUX.PERF.3SG make.PPLE a mistake 

ʻJohn made *(a mistake).ʼ 

 b. de nu va  face și fapte bune (AD, 42) 

if NEG AUX.FUT.3SG do also deed.PL good.F.PL 

ʻif he will not do good deeds as wellʼ 

 

Second, a transitivizing COC is built with a derived unergative verb denoting mostly 

(re)-creation or consumption. This type of verb obligatorily takes one subject argument and, 

in addition, if it optionally appears in a transitive configuration, it takes either a non-

cognate (3a) or a cognate nominal (3b). The fact that this type of verb can appear either 

transitively or intransitively is illustrated below: 
 

(3) a. Ion  a  mâncat (o supă caldă). 

John AUX.PERF.3SG eat.PPLE  a soup warm.F 

ʻJohn ate (a warm soup).ʼ 

 b. patru dzile nice o mâncare n-au                mâncat (NCL, 145) 

four day.PL not even  a food NEG=AUX.PERF.3PL          eat.PPLE 

ʻthey had not eaten any food for four daysʼ 

 

In such a case, the nominal refers to a (re-)created or consumed thematic and 

referential entity, which can be characterized with certain well-defined properties. As the 

entity denoted by the CO is (re-)created or consumed by the agent through the event of the 

verb and it denotes the result of the event, this nominal is also called the result or resultant 

object (Marantz 2005); see also below. 

As argued in the literature (cf. Mittwoch 1998; Pereltsvaig 2002; de Swart 2007; 

Horrocks and Stavrou 2010; Lavidas 2013a, 2013b), in transitive and transitivizing COCs 

the cognate DP/NP is only accidentally related to the verb, which, as also shown above, can 

also take a non-cognate synonym/hyponym or another noun with a related meaning. In 

addition, it does not appear with a prototypical unergative verb and it does not share the 

properties of aspectual COs in terms of the canonical tests given in the literature (e.g. 
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passivization, topicalization, pronominalization and movement), as already shown in 

Dragomirescu and Nicolae (2013) for Romanian. 

Third, an aspectual COC is built with a prototypical unergative verb, which 

obligatorily takes a subject argument. Exceptionally, it may also take an object nominal but 

that is exclusively a CO (4b) and cannot be a non-cognate synonym/hyponym or any 

another noun with a related meaning (4a). This is shown below: 

 

(4) a. Ion  a călătorit (*o excursie la munte). 

John AUX.PERF.3SG travel.PPLE a trip at mountain 

ʻJohn travelled (*a trip to the mountains).ʼ 

b. călătoreaște călătoriia ei (AD, 53)5 

  travel.PRES.3SG travelling.DEF his 

ʻhe goes travellingʼ 

 

In sharp contrast to transitive and transitivizing COCs, aspectual cognate 

constructions have the following properties: the CO occurs with a prototypical unergative 

verb, it fails several syntactic tests (e.g. passivization, topicalization, pronominalization and 

movement), it cannot be replaced by a hyponym/synonym or any other noun with a related 

meaning; see fn. 5 or Dragomirescu and Nicolae (2013). In addition, its (main) function is 

the expression of a limited event with beginning and end. In this respect, the CO has a 

relevant aspectual contribution: whereas the bare intransitive verb a călători ‘to travel’ is 

atelic as it is only compatible with the for-time adverbial (cf. a călători timp de două 

săptămâni ‘to travel for two weeks’), the VP a călători o călătorie ‘to go travellingʼ is 

ambiguous between a telic and an atelic interpretation as it can be compatible both with the 

for-time and with the in-time adverbials; cf. a călători o călătorie timp de/în două 

săptămâni ‘to go travelling for/in two weeks’.6 

In this paper, I use the terms ʻcognate objectʼ and ʻcognate object constructionʼ in 

the narrowest sense; therefore, I only consider those constructions where the DP/NP object 

is both semantically and morphologically related to the verb (see also above). This can 

mean that the verb and the CO appear in the same clause (5a) or in two distinct clauses, 

with the verb appearing in a defining relative clause postmodifying the DP/NP it is 

 
5 An important caveat is in order here: in my corpus, I have also found an example where the 

same prototypical unergative verb is followed by a CO that is only semantically related to it; cf. un 

câlâtoriu ce îmblâ și câlâtorește cale multâ ʻa traveler who walks and travels long waysʼ (CazV, 45). 

This phenomenon, which will not be taken into consideration here (cf. below), can be detected more 

generally in MR as well; cf. a dormi un somn adânc ʻto sleep a sound sleepʼ or a plânge lacrimi de 

mărgăritar ʻto cry tears of pearlʼ (CoRoLa). Again, there is a clear distinction between transitive and 

derived unergative verbs, on the one hand, which can take a CO, a hyponym/synonym or any other 

noun with a related meaning; and prototypical unergative verbs, on the other hand, which can only 

take a CO that is either semantically and morphologically, or only semantically related to the verb. 
6 This is in full harmony with aspectual COCs in English (Tenny 1994; Macfarland 1995; 

Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995; Pereltsvaig 2002; de Swart 2007; Real Puigdollers 2008; Horrocks 

and Stavrou 2010; Melloni and Masini 2017) and other languages, where the CO effects a shift of 

aspectual character with respect to the corresponding prototypical unergative verb used on its own but 

it is not fully compatible with the in-time adverbial and/or it can also take the for-time adverbial. I 

leave a deeper explanation for this fact to future work. 
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corradical with (5b). Moreover, I do not exclude those cases where, besides the semantic 

and morphological connection between the verb and the object, the verb is accompanied by 

a prefix (5c) or the CO is a compound nominal (5d). In addition, but not less significantly,  

I also consider those OR examples where cognateness is between a verb and a so-called 

secondary object denoting an inanimate entity (laude ʻpraisesʼ), which appears accompanied by 

a direct object denoting an animate entity (-l ʻhimʼ) (5e); cf. Pană Dindelegan (2014, 2016). 
 

(5) a. să  te  întreb   o           întrebare (VE, 206) 

SĂ.SUBJ CL.ACC.2SG ask.SUBJ.PRES.1SG a           question 

‘let me ask you a question’ 

b. de slujba  lor ce slujesc  noao (VRC, 222) 

of  service.DEF their that serve.PRES.3PL CL.DAT.1PL 

ʻof their service that they do to usʼ 

c. preslăvim  slava  ta (CTd, 197) 

glorify.PRES.1PL glory.DEF your 

ʻwe glorify your gloryʼ 

d. au  vestit  binevestirea    mântuirii 

AUX.PERF.3PL  announce.PPLE good announcement.DEF redemption.GEN 

noastre (EG, 125) 

our 

ʻthey announced the good news about our redemptionʼ 

 e. a-l   lăuda laude  mari (FD, 143) 

INF=CL.ACC.M.3SG praise praise.PL big.PL 

ʻto praise him greatlyʼ 
 

However, I exclude all cases where the DP/NP object is only semantically related to 

the verb (6), as well as all instances where semantic and morphological cognateness 

appears between a verb and an element other than the direct/secondary object such as the 

subject (7a), the PP adjunct (7b), the gerund (7c) or the modifier (7d).7  

 

(6) cale mare iaste  ție  a îmbla (CC1, 144) 

way big be.PRES.3SG CL.DAT.2SG INF walk 

ʻyou have a long way to walkʼ 

(7) a. asemenea  luminii  care luminează               întunericul (CD, 12) 

similarly light.GEN that lighten.PRES.3SG  darkness.DEF 

ʻsimilarly to the light that lightens the darknessʼ 

b. cu bucurie nesfârșită bucura-se-vor (CPrav, 229) 

with joy  endless.F rejoice=CL.REFL.3PL=AUX.FUT.3PL 

ʻthey will rejoice with endless joyʼ 

 c. certând  mă  ceartă  Domnul (DP, 584) 

 quarrel.GER CL.ACC.1SG quarrel.PRES.3SG Lord.DET 

ʻthe Lord quarrels with me severelyʼ 

 
7 For a more detailed discussion of such and similar (as well as other) cognate or pleonastic 

constructions, cf. Bejan (1972), Dragomirescu (2010), Pană Dindelegan (2014, 2016) or Nicula 

Paraschiv and Niculescu (2016). 
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d. și am  umblat pustietăți neumblate (BB, 654) 

 and AUX.PERF.1PL walk.PPLE desert.PL  unwalked.F.PL 

ʻand we have gone through deserts, where there lay no wayʼ 

 

As we will see below, OR has a large number and wide variety of transitive, 

transitivizing and aspectual COCs in translated texts, where their presence can be explained 

by the influence of the source language, since OR texts copy the cognate structures 

occurring in the original Slavonic religious texts, which, in turn, are taken over literally 

from the Greek and, ultimately, from the Hebrew versions of the texts (Gamanovich 2001; 

Arvinte 2006; Pană Dindelegan 2016; Nicula Paraschiv and Niculescu 2016). In addition, 

these constructions also appear in original (i.e. non-translated) text, which can be either 

religious or non-religious (i.e. literary or historical). But, as stated in the literature, the 

original and translated texts of this stage of the language influence each other, so that a 

phenomenon considered to be an imitation of a foreign model (e.g. the COC) does occur in 

original texts as well (see Pană Dindelegan and Dragomirescu 2016). 

 

 

 3. THE TYPOLOGY OF THE COGNATE OBJECT CONSTRUCTION IN OR 

 
 This section of the paper presents the cognate constructions found in the OR corpus. 

Following the verb-related classification introduced above, I dedicate separate subsections 

to transitive (Subsection 3.1.), transitivizing (Subsection 3.2.) and aspectual COCs 

(Subsection 3.3.). 

 

 3.1. Transitive cognate object constructions 

 

At first sight, what is evident from a careful examination of the corpus is the large 

number and wide variety of transitive COCs built with a transitive verb, which must appear 

with a direct object either in a transitive or in an unaccusative configuration. Some 

representative examples of such verbs found in the corpus are: a adaoge ‘to add’, a aduna 

‘to gather, a amesteca ‘to mix’, a apropiia ‘to bring close(r)’, a apuca ‘to grab’, a arăta ‘to 

show’, a aședza ‘to settle’, a atinge ‘to touch’, a auzi ‘to hear’, a birui ‘to conquer’,  

a blagoslovi ‘to bless’, a căuta ‘to search’, a cheltui ‘to spend’, a chema/chiema ‘to call’, a 

chinui ‘to torture’, a cinsti ‘to honour’, a creade ‘to believe’, a cumpăra ‘to shop’,  

a cumpâni ‘to balance’, a cuprinde ‘to comprise’, a curăța ‘to clean’, a custa ‘to taste’, a 

da ‘to give’, a dărui ‘to gift’, a descînta/descânta ‘to disenchant’, a dobîndi/dobândi ‘to 

acquire’, a dori ‘to wish’, a face ‘to do’, a făgădui ‘to promise’, a fierbe ‘to boil’, a fura ‘to 

steal’, a găci ‘to guess’, a giudeca ‘to judge’, a giura ‘to swear’, a hirotoni ‘to ordain’, a 

huli ‘to abuse/criticize/curse’, a iezi ‘to dam up’, a ispitii ‘to tempt’, a isprăvi ‘to end’,  

a îmbrăca ‘to clothe’, a împărți ‘to share’, a începe ‘to start’, a încheia ‘to close/finish’, a 

îndrăzni ‘to dare’, a întemeia ‘to found’, a întreba ‘to ask’, a jefui/jăcui ‘to plunder’,  

a jertfi ‘to sacrifice’, a judeca ‘to judge’, a lăuda ‘to praise’, a lega ‘to tie’, a legiui ‘to 

legislate’, a lovi ‘to hit’, a lumina ‘to lighten’, a mărturisi ‘to confess’, a mirosi ‘to smell’, 

a moșteni ‘to inherit’, a nedejdui ‘to hope’, a numi ‘to name’, a opri ‘to stop’, a păgubi ‘to 

damage’, a păzi ‘to guard’, a pecetlui ‘to seal’, a pedepsi ‘to punish’, a pizmi ‘to hate’, a 

pofti/pohti ‘to crave’, a prăda ‘to surrender’, a prepune ‘to presume’, a preslăvi ‘to 
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glorify’, a pricinui ‘to cause’, a răsplăti ‘to reward’, a sădi ‘to plant’, a sămăna/semăna  

‘to seed’, a săra ‘to salt’, a săruta ‘to kiss’, a schimba ‘to change’, a secera ‘to harvest’,  

a sfătui/svătui ‘to advise’, a simți ‘to feel’, a sluji ‘to serve’, a socoti ‘to calculate’, a străjui 

‘to guard’, a stropși ‘to beat’, a tăia ‘to cut’, a trimite ‘to send’, a urma ‘to follow’, a vărsa 

‘to spill’, a vedea ‘to see’, a vesti ‘to announce’ and a zice ‘to say’. (8) illustrates some OR 

examples where these verbs are used in a cognate configuration: 

 
(8) a. ce arătare mai arătată ... poți  să arăți (CLRV, 171) 

what appearance more shown.F can.PRES.2SG SĂ.SUBJ show.SUBJ.PRES.2SG 

 ‘what appearance more shown can you show’ 

 b. va fi cheltuit toată cheltuiala (Prav1, 57) 

AUX.FUT.3SG be spent all.F expense.DEF 

ʻall the expense will have been spentʼ 

c. cu  cumpărătura ce-am   cumpărat (DÎ, 104) 

with purchase.DEF that=AUX.PERF.1SG purchase.PPLE 

ʻwith the purchase that I purchasedʼ 

d. carele  v-au făcut această mare 

who.DEF CL.DAT.2PL=AUX.PERF.3PL do.PPLE this.F big 

 facere de bine (ACP, 389) 

doing  of good 

‘those who did this good deed to you’ 

e. cel  ce împărți  mare mohorită              împărțire (PS, 284) 

that what share.PERF.3SG big gloomy.F sharing 

‘the one who made the big gloomy sharing’  

f. cine ... începutul începe (CII1, 174) 

who beginning.DEF begin.PRES.3SG 

‘he who begins the beginning’ 

g. să-i  moștenească moștenirea verii           lui (Prav2, 271) 

SĂ.SUBJ=CL.DAT.3SG inherit.SUBJ.PRES.3SG inheritance.DEF cousin.GEN his 

‘so that he inherits the inheritance of his cousin’ 

h. aceasta nedejde am nedejduit eu de tine (CazV, 373) 

this.DEF hope AUX.PERF.1SG hope.PPLE I of CL.ACC.2SG 

ʻI hoped this hope from youʼ 

i. pricinuind multe  pricini  cu păcate (AIP, 359) 

cause.GER lot.F.PL cause.PL  with sin.PL 

ʻcausing several sinful causesʼ 

j. aceste pofte  a noastre  nu poftim (IS, 280) 

this.F.PL craving.PL of our  NEG crave for.PRES.1PL 

ʻwe do not crave for these cravings of oursʼ 

 k. acel svat și acel gându tot amu  svătuit 

that advice and that thought all AUX.PERF.1SG advise.PPLE 

   și amu  gândit (CLRV, 154) 

 and AUX.PERF.1SG  think.PPLE 

ʻI kept advising that advice and thinking that thoughtʼ 
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l. stropșiturile ce-l  stropșisă oșteanii (DVS, 336) 

crush.PL.DEF  that=CL.ACC.M.3SG crush.PERF.3PL  soldier.PL.DEF 

‘the crushes that the soldiers had made’ 

 m. tăiară  cu cuțîte tăieturi adînci (DVS, 397) 

cut.PERF.3SG with knife.PL cut.PL deep.PL 

ʻhe made deep cuts with knivesʼ 

 n. altă tremeatere nu voiu  tremeate la       voi (CS, 239) 

other sending NEG AUX.FUT.1SG send  at       you 

ʻI will not send you any other sendingsʼ 

 o. deacă văzuiu acea vedeare minunată (VN, 184) 

if  see.PERF.1SG that.F view  wonderful.F 

ʻif I had seen that wonderful viewʼ 

 
 3.2. Transitivizing cognate object constructions 

 
Stricto sensu, derived unergative verbs denote mostly (re)-creation or consumption; 

cf. also above. Such verbs, also found in the corpus, are: a bea ‘to drink’, a cînta/cânta ‘to 
sing’, a ceti/citi ‘to read’, a îmbuca ‘to eat’, a învăța ‘to learn’, a juca ‘to play’, a 
mînca/mânca ‘to eat’, a povesti ‘to narrate’, a scrie ‘to write’, a visa ‘to dream’, a zidi ‘to 
build’ and a zugrăvi ‘to paint’. Other verbs found in the corpus that can be used with or 
without a direct object are mostly – but not exclusively – manner-of-speaking (or at least 
speaking-related) verbs such as a cuventa ‘to speak/utter’, a grăi ‘to speak’, a prăznui/prâznui 
‘to celebrate’, a răspunde ‘to answer’, a sărba ‘to celebrate’, a striga ‘to shout’ and a vorbi 
‘to speak/talk’. Some relevant examples are: 
 

(9) a. va   fi băut niscare  băutură (Prav2, 251) 
 AUX.FUT.3SG be drunk some  drink 
ʻhe will have drunk some drinkʼ 

 b. îngeri cântând  întreit sfântă cântarea (VS, 136) 
angel.PL sing.GER  tripled holy.F singing.DEF 
ʻangels singing the holy singing in a tripled wayʼ 

c. merge să îmbuce  îmbucătura aceaia (Prav2, 588) 
go.PRES.3SG SĂ.SUBJ eat.SUBJ.PRES.3SG food.DEF that.F 
ʻhe goes to eat that foodʼ 

d. jucară voinicii tineri un joc minunat (A, 214) 
play.PERF.3PL bouncy.M.PL.DEF youngster.PL  a game wonderful 
ʻthe bouncy youngsters played a wonderful gameʼ 

e. am scris această scrisoare (DÎ, 99) 
AUX.PERF.1SG write.PPTE this.F letter 
ʻI wrote this letterʼ 

f. graiul care grăise  cătră Ahia prorocul (NÎnv, 158) 

speech.DEF that speak.PERF.3SG  towards Ahia prophet.DEF 

ʻthe speech that he made to prophet Ahiaʼ 

 

As mentioned already (see fn. 2 above), MR – and more generally modern Romance 

languages – has preserved, to a certain extent, this well-defined subclass of COCs. 

Consequently, in everyday speech it is not unusual to encounter VPs such as a cânta un 
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cântec popular ‘to sing a folkloric song’, a dansa un dans lent ‘to dance a slow dance’,  

a desena un desen frumos ‘to draw a beautiful drawing’, a juca un joc online ‘to play an 

online game’, a mânca mâncare gătită ‘to eat cooked food’, a picta o pictură pe sticlă ‘to 

paint a painting on glass’ or a povesti o poveste interesantă ‘to narrate an interesting 

narration/story’. 

 
 3.3. Aspectual cognate object constructions 

 

Besides the large number and wide variety of transitive COCs, one of the most 

salient features of the OR corpus that ought to be pointed out here is the unexpectedly large 

number and wide variety of aspectual COCs built with different prototypical unergative 

verbs. As opposed to transitive and transitivizing COCs, which are present, to a certain 

degree, more generally in Romance languages as well (especially the transitivizing ones 

built with a verb of (re-)creation and consumption; cf. above), it is the subclass of aspectual 

COCs that has been at the forefront of attention in the rich literature on cognate objects in 

diverse languages and that deserves close attention here as well. According to the literature, 

“internal direct objects are also selected … occasionally by unergative verbs of undirected 

motion” (Nicula Paraschiv and Niculescu 2016: 606). Such unergative verbs denoting 

manner of motion are a alerga ‘to run’, a currea ‘to run’ or a unbla/umbla/îmbla ‘to walk’, 

with others expressing volitional acts (a munci ‘to work’), involuntary bodily processes  

(a somna ‘to sleep’, a tîngui/tângui ‘to weep’), sound emission (a gurui ‘to grunt’) or light 

emission (a fulgera). Other verbs belonging to this class are: a boli ‘to ail’, a cugeta ‘to 

think’, a domnii ‘to reign’, a dormi/dormita ‘to sleep’, a fugi ‘to run’, a greși ‘to err’,  

a locui/lăcui/lâcui ʻto dwell’, a lucra ‘to work’, a odihni ‘to rest’, a oști ‘to make war’,  

a păcătui ‘to sin’, a plînge/plânge ‘to cry’, a posti ‘to fast’ and a viteji ‘to be brave’. Some 

relevant examples are: 

 
(10) a. de va  boli vreo boală  a trupului 
   if AUX.FUT.3SG ail any sickness  of body.GEN 
 copilul vostru (Mărg, 17) 
   child.DEF your 

‘if your child has any sickness of the body’ 
 b. cuget ce-au  cugetatu (DVS, 189) 
   meditation that=AUX.PERF.3PL  meditate.PPTE 

‘the meditation that they meditated’ 
 c. câte   munci sântu iuo să          muncescu (AMD, 206) 
   how many.F  work.F.PL be.PRES.1SG I SĂ.SUBJ   work.SUBJ.PRES.1SG 

‘how much am I to work’ 
  d. bună oaste oștit-am 

 good.F fight fight.PPTE=AUX.PERF.1SG 
   și cursura am curs (CC1, 177) 

 and running  AUX.PERF.1SG run.PPTE 
ʻI have fought a good fight and I have finished my courseʼ 

e. întru păcatele lui, carele au păcătuit pre     Israil (BB, 258) 
 in sin.PL.DEF  his that.DEF AUX.PERF.3SG sin.PPTE  DOM   Israel 
ʻin the sin wherewith he made Israel to sinʼ 
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f. şi  de odihna  voastră,  care    odihneaţi (NÎnv, 339) 
and of rest.DEF  your  that     rest.PRES.2PL  

‘and of your rest that you take’ 

g. somn fără somn să somnedze (CII2, 35) 

sleep without sleep SĂ.SUBJ sleep.SUBJ.PRES.3SG 

‘he should sleep a sleep without sleep’ 

h. de vom  lucra lucruri  bune (CÎ, 41) 

if  AUX.FUT.1PL work work.PL  good.F.PL 

‘if we will work good works’ 

i. vitejiia nu o vor viteji (SA, 123) 

bravery.DEF NOT CL.ACC.F.3SG  AUX.FUT.3PL be brave 

‘they will not show bravery’ 

 

Within the class of intransitive verbs, special attention should be paid to the high 

number of intransitive verbs that carry the reflexive clitic se (cf. a se bucura ‘to rejoice’, a 

se ciudi ‘to be surprised’, a se îmbăta ‘to get drunk’, a se leni ‘to lazy’, a se mira ‘to be 

surprised’, a se mîhni/mâhni ‘to sadden’, a se mînia/mânia ‘to be angry’, a se nădăjdui ‘to 

hope’, a se osteni ‘to get tired’, a se scîrbi/scârbi ‘to be disgusted’, a se veseli ‘to rejoice’, a 

se zăbâvi/zăbovi ‘to linger’) and which can be either intransitive verbs of the unergative 

type (e.g. a se ruga ‘to pray’) or intransitive verbs of the unaccusative type denoting change 

of state (e.g. a se însura ‘to wed’, a se naște ‘to be born’, a pleșuvi ‘to go bald’). Examples 

of such verbs in an OR cognate configuration are given below: 

 
(11) a. pentru bucuriia ce s-au   bucuratu (GCond, 309) 

 for joy.DEF that CL.REFL.3PL=AUX.PERF.3PL rejoice.PPTE 

  ‘for the joy that they rejoiced’ 

  b. și să ciudi  Isaac ciudă foarte        mare (BB, 19) 

   and CL.REFL.3SG wonder.PERF.3SG Isaac wonder very          big 

  ‘and Isaac trembled very exceedingly’ 

c. lenea ta ce tei    lenit (CazV, 100) 

 laziness.DEF your that CL.REFL.2SG=AUX.PERF.2SG laze.PPTE 

  ‘your laziness that you lazed’ 

 d. pentru ostenelele tale care te-ai   ostenit (NÎnv, 238) 

 for effort.PL.DEF your that CL.REFL.2SG=AUX.PERF.2SG struggle.PPTE 

  ‘for the efforts that you made’ 

 e. nașterea mea carea  m-am   născut (Prav2, 189) 

 birth.DEF my that.DEF CL.REFL.1SG=AUX.PERF.1SG bear.PPTE 

 ‘the birth that I was born’ 

f. a patra însurare ce să  însoară  omul (Prav2, 228) 

 the fourth marriage that CL.REFL.3SG marry.PRES.3SG man.DEF 

  ‘the fourth marriage that man marries’ 

 

Building on the cross-linguistic correlation between the (un)availability of goal-of-

motion, strong resultative and aspectual cognate constructions, Farkas (2021b) argues that 

the (relatively) large number and wide variety of aspectual COCs in OR does not point to 
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the satellite-framed behaviour of this stage of the language – and does not automatically 

imply the availability of goal-of-motion and strong resultative structures in this stage of the 

language – but it should be explained by the fact that they are taken over literally from the 

original Slavonic and Greek/Hebrew documents, and reflect the translator’s great fidelity to 

the source text. 

 
 4. FEATURES OF THE COGNATE OBJECT CONSTRUCTION IN OR 

 

In this section of the paper, I take a close look at the most prominent features of the 

COC by focusing on the properties of the verb (Subsection 4.1.) and those of the CO 

(Subsection 4.2.). I show that the verb in this construction can be not only (atelic) 

unergative but also (telic) unaccusative. This is considered problematic as the single 

argument of an unaccusative verb is initialized as direct object, hence it is difficult to 

account for the presence and syntactic position of the CO. Moreover, I discuss the way a 

denominal verb can appear with a CO, with the latter lexicalizing the nominal the verb is 

derived from. As far as the CO is concerned, I discuss the presence/absence and, in the 

former case, the typology of the pre-/post-modifier, the referent of the nominal in the CO 

position and its semantic interpretation. Knowing that in Romanian certain suffixes have 

developed specialization towards a particular reading, with the supine and the -re infinitive 

being specialized for a complex event nominal reading, and the other affixes such as -ură/-urâ,  

-anță/-ență/-ință, -eală/-ială/-ală, -ăciune/-iciune/-eciune/-iune, -mănt/-ment/-mînt or -ție 

developing mostly a result reading (Anițescu 2021: 78-79), I focus on the derivation of the 

cognate nominal and the affixes used in the process of its derivation. The generalization is 

that the CO denotes a result; therefore, objects that are (almost) exclusively event-denoting 

(e.g. the supine nominal) are barred from occurring in this construction and those nominals 

which are ambiguous between an event and a result interpretation (e.g. the infinitive 

nominal) can appear in this construction but then the result interpretation becomes prominent. 

 
 4.1. Features of the verb 

 

In Section 3, the typology of the COC was based on the syntactic classification of 

the verb. As far as the semantics of the same verb is concerned, I have already mentioned 

that not only (atelic) unergative but also (telic) unaccusative verbs can appear in this 

construction. This is considered problematic as the single argument of an unaccusative verb 

is initialized as direct object, hence it is difficult to account for the presence and syntactic 

position of the CO.8 Such a verb is, for instance, a se îmbăta ‘to get drunk’, which is a telic, 

inherently change-of-state verb or a resultative verb in the sense denoted by Rappaport 

Hovav and Levin (2010). The following OR example illustrates this verb in a cognate 

configuration: 

 
8 We deal with the same type of problem if we consider the semantic and aspectual 

differences between the verbs a alerga ‘to run’ and a fugi ‘to run’, where the former is considered 

atelic but the latter is viewed as telic (Baciu 2006); cf. the OR examples toți aleargă o alergătură 

‘they all run a run’ (SVI, 93) and acea fugă ce au fugit boiarii voștri ‘that run that your landowners 

ran’ (NÎnv, 282). 
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(12) Veniț, să luăm  vin și 

 come SĂ.SUBJ  take.SUBJ.PRES.1PL wine and 

să  ne  îmbătăm  beție (BB, 486) 

SĂ.SUBJ  CL.REFL.1PL  get drunk.SUBJ.PRES.1PL drunkenness 

‘Come and fetch wine, and we will fill ourselves with strong drink’ 
 

In such and similar (Biblical) cases, the CO is associated with a stylistic choice 

(Pană Dindelegan 2014, 2016), it has an emphatic function and it is an intensifier or 

emphasizer of the event of the verb; cf. also Pereltsvaig (2002) for Biblical Hebrew or 

Teleoacă (2012, 2013, 2017a, 2017b) for Biblical Romanian. From a syntactic point of 

view, as there is no vacant direct object position inside the VP, the CO in such a case can be 

considered to adjoin the VP as an adjunct; cf. also Farkas (2021a). From a different 

perspective, in Ramchandʼs (2008) l-syntactic terms we can talk about an incorporation of 

rhematic material from complement position into the res head and underassociation of the 

A feature (<îmbătăm [A]>) – where A is the adjective the verb is derived from – allows the 

insertion of the CO in the complement position of res. This is illustrated below (irrelevant 

details omitted): 

 

(13) [TP T... [initP init îmbătăm [procP proc <îmbătăm> [resP res <îmbătăm [A]> [DP beție]]]]] 

 

Moreover, we also find denominal verbs in our OR corpus (see a posti ‘to fast’), 

where the CO (see posturi ‘fastings’) lexicalizes the nominal the verb is derived from: 

 

(14) nu   postesc sfintele posturi (LD, 369) 

NEG fast.PRES.1SG holy.PL.DEF fasting.PL 

‘I do not have holy fastings’ 

 

According to Hale and Keyser (1993), unergative verbs are hidden transitive verbs, 

which are derived from the incorporation of a noun occupying the direct object position 

(e.g. dance is do dance). Consequently, the CO can be argued to be post-syntactically 

inserted in the internal argument position (which already contains a trace or copy left by the 

element undergoing incorporation)9. In Ramchand’s (2008) l-syntactic terms, this means 

the incorporation of rhematic material from complement position into the proc head and 

underassociation of the N feature (<postesc [N]>) – where N is the nominal the verb is 

derived from – allows the insertion of the CO in the complement position of proc, as shown 

below (again, irrelevant details omitted): 
 
(15) [TP T ... [initP init postesc [procP proc <postesc [N]> [DP posturi]]]] 
 

It should come as no surprise that there are unaccusative verbs in the OR cognate 
corpus as, contrary to the traditional view (Levin 1993; Hale and Keyser 1993 or Levin and 
Rappaport Hovav 1995), more recent cross-linguistic research on COs sheds light on the 
fact that these objects can occur not only with unergative verbs but also with 

 
9 Another explanation, provided in Gallego (2012), is that the incorporating noun (or root) and 

the CO start off as part of the same syntactic object: a big NP/DP. 
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unaccusatively, transitively or even ditransitively used verbs in languages such as Modern 
Hebrew, Russian, Vietnamese or Arabic; see, for instance, Mittwoch (1998). 
 

 4.2. Features of the CO 

 
One of the most representative landmarks of the entire construction is that (at least 

in English) modification of the CO is obligatory to avoid redundancy. Put differently, 
without the modifier the cognate nominal is semantically tautological, uninformative (and 
obviously redundant), and serves no useful purpose; therefore, there is no justification for 
its use. Its use, however, becomes justified in these cases precisely because of the presence 
of the modifier, which contributes new information about the action of the verb (Horita 
1996). In the OR corpus this pre-/post-modifier can be, among others, a demonstrative 
(16a), a possessive (16b), a numeral (16c), a quantifier (16d), an AP (16e), a PP (16f), a de-
supine (16g) or a defining relative clause (16h): 

 

(16) a. să judece   această  judecătorie (Prav3, 82) 

 SĂ.SUBJ judge.SUBJ.PRES.3SG this.F  court 

‘so that he judges this court’ 

b. necurăția  noastra  tu curățiși (PH, 140) 

 uncleanliness.DEF our.DEF  you clean.PERF.2SG 

‘you clean our uncleanliness’ 

c. șeapte roade  rodeaște Duhul  Svânt (ȘT, 175) 

 seven fruit.PL  fruit.PRES.3SG Spirit.DEF Holy 

‘the Holy Spirit gives seven fruits’ 

d. după multă goană ce o au 

 after lot.F rush that CL.ACC.F.3SG AUX.PERF.3PL 

 gonit-o    prin  munți (ULM, 66) 

 race.PPTE=CL.ACC.F.3SG  through  mountain.PL 

‘after the numerous rushes that they rushed through mountains’ 

e. daruri multe  și scumpe  dăruiaște  

gift.PL lot.F.PL  and expensive.F.PL gift.PRES.3SG 

milostivul  Dumnezău (SA, 84) 

merciful.DEF  God 

‘merciful God gifts a lot of expensive gifts’ 

f. osândele  fără vreame ce osândimu 

punishment.PL.DEF without time  that punish.PERF.3PL 

 vecinii noștri (CC2, 327) 

neighbour.PL.DEF our 

‘the timeless punishments that our neighbours punished’ 

g. gânduri de  negândit  gândește 

thought.PL DE.SUP unthought  think.PRES.3SG 

 și prepusuri de  neprepus                      prepune (CII2, 110) 

and  presumption.PL DE.SUP unpresumed                 presume.PRES.3SG 

‘he thinks unthought thoughts and presumes unpresumed presumptions’  

h. toată sădirea pe  care nu a 

 all.F planting.DEF DOM  which NOT  AUX.PERF.3SG  
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 sădit-o   Părintele  Meu (Mărg, 309) 

plant.PPTE=CL.ACC.F.3SG Father.DEF  my 

‘all the planting that My Father did not plant’  
 

However, although the presence of the pre-/post-modifier is indeed the predominant 

pattern in the corpus, cases where the cognate noun is not modified at all are, however, not 

uncommon. This is illustrated below: 

 

(17) a. periră  cei ce  ispitiia  ispitire  (PS, 189) 

 disappear.PERF.3PL those what tempt.PERF.3PL temptation 

‘all those who tempted temptations disappeared’ 

b. poruncă să-i   poruncească (CII2, 108) 

 order SĂ.SUBJ=CL.DAT.3SG order.SUBJ.PRES.3SG 

‘he should order him order’ 

 

As for the referent of the nominal in the CO position, it can be an inanimate (18a) or 

(affected) animate entity expressed by a common (18b) or proper noun (18c), or it can also 

be expressed by a collective noun (18d). As shown by the difference between (18b) and 

(18e), the DP object expressed by a common noun and denoting an animate entity can be – 

but is not obligatorily – accompanied by the differential object marker p(r)e/pă: 

 

(18) a. acele amestecături, ce-l amestecasă Vasilie vodă (CLM, 112) 

those mixture.PL that=CL.ACC.M.3SG mix.PERF.3SG Vasilie ruler 

‘those mixtures that Vasilie ruler mixed’ 

b. pre urâtorii Tăi urâtu-i-am (DVS, 164) 

DOM hater.PL.DEF your hate.PPTE=CL.ACC.M.3PL=AUX.PERF.1SG 

‘I hated your haters’ 

 c. pe Biruință dragostele o biruiră (CII2, 114) 

DOM Victory love.DEF CL.ACC.F.3SG overcome.PERF.3SG 

  ‘love conquered Victory’ 

d. a  tree  dzi au  boierit            boierimea (NL, 260) 

the  third day AUX.PERF.3PL ennoble.PPTE    nobility.DEF 

‘they ennobled the nobility on the third day’ 

e. ca să ucigă   ucigașii   aceea (CazV, 227) 

so that  SĂ.SUBJ kill.SUBJ.PRES.3SG killer.PL.DEF those 

‘so that he kills those killers’ 

 

This can be explained by the syntactic position of the object vis-à-vis the verb but 

mostly by the fact that in OR there are no strict rules for differential object marking as the 

same construction can occur alternatively with and without p(r)e/pă even in the same text; 

cf. also Nicula Paraschiv (2016: 129). 

Another important feature of the CO is its semantic interpretation. There has been a 

long debate in the literature on the precise semantic status of the CO (mostly in English but 

in other languages as well), which has been considered an event (Massam 1990; Horita 

1996; Marantz 2005; Real Puigdollers 2008; Horrocks and Stavrou 2010), a result or 
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resultant object (Macfarland 1995; Kuno and Takami 2004) or even ambiguous between an 

event and a result interpretation (Melloni and Masini 2017). This event versus result 

interpretation of the CO in Romanian is closely connected to the derivation of the head 

nominal and the affixes used in the process of its derivation. In this Romance language, 

certain suffixes have developed specialization towards a particular reading, with the supine 

and the -re infinitive being specialized for a complex event nominal reading, and the other 

affixes such as -ură/-urâ, -anță/-ență/-ință, -eală/-ială/-ală, -ăciune/-iciune/-eciune/-iune,  

-mănt/-ment/-mînt or -ție developing mostly a result reading (see Anițescu 2021: 78-79).  

In what follows, I take a close look at COs expressed by (i) a supine nominal, (ii) an 

infinitive nominal, (iii) a deverbal nominal derived by one of the above affixes and (iv) a 

zero-derived nominal. 

As far as the supine nominal is concerned, it has been observed that it is the 

nominalization with the most verbal properties and, with very few exceptions, it gives rise 

to a complex event nominal interpretation (cf. Anițescu 2021 and the references cited 

therein). In addition, and in sharp contrast to the infinitive (see below), the supine is 

generally considered to be imperfective, unbounded, hence its inability to express a single, 

bounded event in time and/or space. Moreover, it denotes an unrealized situation or one 

which will take place in the future (Cornilescu 2001, 2004; Cornilescu and Cosma 2014). 

Now, it has been argued in the literature that nominals that refer only to the event but never 

express the result of the event itself cannot appear in a COC (Melloni and Masini 2017). 

Consequently, I do not expect to find any cognate construction in the OR corpus where the 

CO is expressed by a supine nominal. This prediction is borne out by the examples found 

(and, respectively, not found) in the corpus, where the CO is expressed by a -re infinitive 

(cf. (19)), a nominal derived with one of the suffixes specialized for a result reading in 

Romanian such as -ură, -ință or -ială (cf. (20)) or a zero-derived nominal (cf. (21)); see also 

below10 11. 

 

(19) a. *a tângui tânguitul/ a certa  certatul 

 INF weep weep.SUP.DEF  INF quarrel  quarrel.SUP.DEF 

 
10 In this respect, Italian makes a morphological distinction between nominals/objects denoting 

result and event, and uses the -ata suffix to signal the presence of an event-denoting nominal. As 

nominals derived with this suffix are exclusively event-denoting and can never refer to the result of 

the event, they cannot appear in a COC (cf. Melloni and Masini 2017). 
11 The nominal umblete in the VP aceste umblete de demult le umbla Cantacozinii ‘Cantacozinii 

had been taking these walks for a long time’ (PIst 171) cannot be considered an eventive supine 

because of the plural inflection, which is incompatible with the verbal functional structure this type of 

nominal is associated with. Exceptionally, when such a nominal does pluralize, it represents a result 

nominal instance of the supine nominal and in that case it exhibits the syntactic properties of a mass 

noun (Anițescu 2021); cf. the examples grâitele Eremiei prorocul ce grâia ‘the speeches that prophet 

Jeremiah made’ (CT, 41) and i să trimitea trimisuri și scrisori ‘he was sent sent items and letters’ 

(DVS, 396), where the coordination of trimisuri ‘sent itemsʼ with the nominal scrisori ‘lettersʼ sheds 

light on the result nominal status of the former. In addition, the nominal făgăduita in the VP și 

aceasta iaste făgăduita ceaia ce însuş făgădui noo ‘and this is the promise that he himself promised 

to us’ (CB, 351) is not an instance of supine. 
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 b. și-l  tânguiră pre el ...  tânguire mare (BB, 705) 

and=CL.ACC.M.3SG weep.PERF.3PL DOM him weeping big 

ʻand made great lamentation for himʼ 

 c. nu să  va  putea  certa 

NEG CL.REFL.3SG AUX.FUT.3SG be able  quarrel 

  certare   deplin (Prav1, 194) 

quarreling complete 

ʻit will not be possible to fully quarrel a quarrelʼ 

(20) a. *a căuta căutatul/ a făgădui  făgăduitul 

  INF search search.SUP.DEF INF promise  promise.SUP.DEF 

b. caută  căutătură milostivă (DPV, 77) 

 search.PRES.3SG searching merciful.F 

‘do a merciful searching’ 

c. făgăduințele ce mi-am                                    făgăduit lui Hristos (AD, 60) 

 promise.PL.DEF that CL.REFL.1SG=AUX.PERF.1SG promise.PPTE to Christ 

‘the promises that I made to Christ’  

d. făgăduiale ce-i  va  fi        făgăduit (Prav2, 256), 

 promise.PL  that=CL.DAT.3SG AUX.FUT.3SG be       promise.PPTE 

‘the promises that he will have made’ 

(21) a. *a plăti plătitul/  a jertfi  jertfitul 

 INF pay pay.SUP.DEF INF sacrifice  sacrifice.SUP.DEF 

b. păntru acestea  plăteaște plată (SVI, 256) 

for these  pay.PRES.3SG payment 

‘he makes the payment for these’ 

c. cum să  jertvească  jirtvă              ardzătoare (PO, 259) 

how SĂ.SUBJ  sacrifice.SUBJ.PRES.3SG sacrifice              burning.F 

‘how he should make a burning sacrifice’ 

 

The generalization that COCs do not allow COs that are (almost) exclusively event-

denoting (e.g. supine nominals) is also supported by evidence from light verb constructions, 

which have been argued to bear striking syntactic and semantic similarities to the 

constructions under consideration here (see Kearns 1988; Butt 2010). As in a light verb 

construction the verb introduces the event, it can only take a nominal which specializes for 

a result nominal interpretation and never a supine, which would introduce an(other) event 

variable (Anițescu 2021). Similarly, in a COC the cognate nominal cannot be exclusively 

event-denoting (e.g. a supine nominal); moreover, those nominals which are ambiguous 

between an eventive and a result interpretation (e.g. the infinitive nominal) can appear in a 

COC but in this configuration the result interpretation becomes prominent. 

With respect to the infinitive -re nominal, it has been shown to be a nominalization 

with basically verbal properties specialized for a complex event nominal reading (i.e. as it 

is traditionally described as expressing the name of the action, it is, first and foremost, an 

event nominal) but which can also very easily develop a result nominal interpretation. The 

fact that it can receive, for instance, plural inflection (22) and can be coordinated with 

another nominal derived with the help of a suffix specialized for a result reading such as  
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-ală (23a) or a regular (i.e. non-derived) nominal (23b) demonstrates, once again, that it is 

more nominal than the supine (but see fn. 11 above). 
 

(22) a. și  vor  pleșuvi asupra ta pleșuviri (BB, 554)12 

  and AUX.FUT.3PL cut over you baldness.PL 

  ‘and they shall make themselves utterly bald for thee’  

 b. trimiteți  trimiteri celora care nu au (BB, 652) 

   send.PRES.2PL sending.PL to those who NEG have.PRES.3PL 

  ‘send part to them that have nothing’ 

(23) a. pentru greșala  și călcarea  ce greși (NÎnv, 131) 

for error.DEF and deviation.DEF that err.PERF.3SG 

‘for the mistake and for the deviation that he made’ 

b. gătiră  tunuri  și altă gătire (PIst, 157) 

prepare.PERF.3PL cannon.PL and other.F preparation 

‘they prepared cannons and other preparation’ 

 

Although it is generally considered to be [+telic], perfective and hence to behave as 

a count noun, in the corpus the infinitive may appear with the definite article (24a) but it 

usually appears in its singular bare form (24b), i.e. without a determiner: 

 

(24) a. și  mi-au    vestit  vestirea 

and CL.DAT.1SG=AUX.PERF.3PL announce.PPTE announcement.DEF 

cea  înfricoșată (NÎnv, 201) 

the one.F scary.F 

‘and they made the scary announcement to me’ 

 b. îndrăznire ce au  îndrăznit (Sind, 273) 

daring  that AUX.PERF.3PL dare.PPTE 

‘dare that they dared’ 

 

As argued by Cornilescu (2001, 2004), since the -re suffix has a [+telic] feature, it 

derives transitions and focalizes both the culmination and the state resulting from the 

culmination of the event; therefore, it operates on transitive and unaccusative verbs. This is 

clearly indicated in the OR corpus by the high frequency of the infinitive -re nominals 

which have a transitive or unaccusative verb base: adunare ‘gathering’, apropiiare 

‘closeness’, apucare ‘grabbing’, arătare ‘showing’, aședzare ‘laying’, atingere ‘touching’, 

auzire ‘hearing’, certare ‘quarelling’, chemare ‘calling’, cîntare/cântare ‘singing’, 

cuprindere ‘comprising’, dare ‘giving’, gătire ‘preparing’, ispitire ‘tempting’, împreunare 

‘paring’, îndrăznire ‘daring’, întemeiere ‘founding’, întoarcere ‘turning back’, mărturisire 

‘confessing’, mirosire ‘smelling’, pătimire ‘suffering’, petreacere ‘partying/celebration’, 

prădare ‘surrendering’, propoveduire ‘spreading’, răsplătire ‘rewarding’, sădire ‘planting’, 

sărutare ‘kissing’, schimbare ‘changing’, seacere ‘harvesting’, simțire ‘feeling’, strigare 

‘shouting’, strînsură/strânsură ‘fastening’, suflare ‘blowing’, tocmire ‘bargaining’, 

 
12 In such cases it is crucial to consider the original source text as well. In Hebrew, the term 

qorḥâ ʻbaldnessʼ is in the singular, hence the presence of the plural marking in pleșuviri ʻbaldnessesʼ 

may aim to underline the idea that all those involved in the mourning for the castle Tir will have their 

heads shaved, hence they will all end up being bald (see also Farkas 2021a). 
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trimitere/tremitere ‘sending’, tundere ‘cutting’, ungere ‘greasing’, vedeare ‘seeing’, zicere 

‘saying’ or zidire ‘building’. The above generalization hence excludes unergative verbs, 

consequently, the infinitives *dormirea lui and *plângerea lui are, correctly, judged to be 

ungrammatical (Cornilescu 2004: 103). But crucially, the same -re nominals (together with 

other, unergative-based -re nominals such as tînguire/tânguire ‘weeping’ or îmblare 

‘walking’) do appear as COs in the OR corpus; cf. below: 

 

(25) a. dormire fără dormire să  dormitedze (CII2, 35) 

sleeping without sleeping SĂ.SUBJ sleep.SUBJ.PRES.3SG 

‘he should sleep a sleep without sleepʼ 

b. Plânseră pre  el plângere mare și       tare      foarte (BB, 38) 

weep.PERF.3PL DOM him weeping  big and    strong  very 

ʻthey mourned him with a great and very sore lamentationʼ 

 

The question that arises at this point is how to explain the difference between the 

non-occurrence of the supine and the occurrence (and high frequency) of the infinitive 

nominal in a COC in OR considering that both of them basically specialize for a complex 

event nominal reading. The answer is given by the difference between them, with the 

supine nominal being (almost) exclusively verbal, and the infinitive nominal having a 

higher degree of nominality, with the possibility of easily developing a result nominal 

interpretation (Anițescu 2021). More precisely, infinitival COs ambiguous between an 

eventive and a result interpretation can appear in a COC but in such a configuration the 

result interpretation becomes prominent. 
In addition to nominals derived by means of the two grammaticalized suffixes -t/-s 

(the supine) and -re (the infinitive), which are specialized for event reading, I also focus on 
derivational affixes, more precisely on deverbal nominals derived by means of a certain 
well-defined class of specialized affixes, which yield mainly a result interpretation in 
Romanian (see Anițescu 2021). Crucially, the nominals derived by means of these latter 
affixes lack verb-related properties and have a purely – or at least primarily – nominal 
syntax and denote the result of the event of the verb. 

First, -ură/-urâ cognate nominals outnumber all the other nominals derived by 
means of a specialized suffix. This suffix can select a transitive (atinsurâ ‘touch’, căutătură 
‘search’, cumpărătură ‘purchasing’, fărămătură ‘crumble’, începătură ‘start’) or intransitive 
verb base (alergătură ‘run’). As for the number morphology on the noun, this can be 
singular (chiemătură ‘calling’, învățăturâ/învățătură ‘learning’, legătură ‘bond’, mușcătură 
‘bite’, scriptură ‘writing’, strînsură/strânsură ‘fastening’, vărsătură ‘spill’) or plural 
(amestecături ‘mixtures’, găcituri ‘guessings’, tăieturi ‘cuts’, zicături ‘sayings’). 

CO nominals ending in -anță/-ență/-ință can also be derived from a transitive 

(socotință ‘calculation’) or intransitive (guruințe ‘grunts’) verb. In addition, from a 

semantic point of view, the verb can be eventive (făgăduințe ‘promises’) or stative 

(credință ‘belief’, nevoință ‘need’). This latter property underlines, once again, that the 

presence of this suffix automatically excludes the possibility of having a (complex) 

eventive reading with such a derived nominal; cf. also Anițescu (2021). 

The suffix -eală/-ială/-ală exhibits roughly the same result behaviour as all the other 

denominal suffixes discussed above. Some relevant OR examples are: amăgeală ‘deceit’, 

cheltuială ‘spending’, făgăduială ‘promise’, fierbințială ‘hot air’, greșală ‘error’, miroseală/ 

mirosală ‘smell’, opreală ‘stop’, socoteală ‘calculation’ and tocmală/tocmeală ‘bargain’. 
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The very few -ăciune/-iciune/-eciune/-iune deverbal nominals found in the OR 

corpus are obsolete and no longer used in MR; cf. închinăciune ‘dedication’, întrebăciuni 

‘questions’ or schimbăciune ‘change’ (versus rugăciune ‘prayer’). 

Last but not least, I have also found a small class of COs expressed by a deverbal 

noun derived by means of the suffix -mănt/-ment/-mînt (cf. giurămănt/jurămînt/jurâmănt 

‘vow’, îmbrăcăminte ‘clothing’, rugămente ‘prayers’) and -ție (curăție ‘cleanliness’ and beție 

‘drunkenness’). Again, in both cases we can talk about a result and not an event nominal. 

As far as zero-derived nominals are concerned, they are usually regarded as simple 

event nominals but they can also receive a complex event or a result interpretation hence 

mirroring the behaviour of those nominals that are derived with a specialized suffix as well 

as the behaviour of the infinitive (Anițescu 2021). As they have a nominal syntax but still 

denote events, they are distinctly different from the supine nominal, which, once again, is 

(almost) exclusively verbal, and are more similar to the infinitive nominal, which, once 

again, in addition to its verbal properties, has a higher degree of nominality and may easily 

develop a result nominal interpretation. Consequently, as the supine cannot but the 

infinitive, together with those nominals that are derived with a specialized suffix, can 

appear in a COC, it should come as no surprise that zero-derived nominals can also appear 

in this construction. The following list shows that there are no restrictions on the syntactic 

classification of the base verb: bolă/boală ‘sickness’, botedz/botezu ‘baptism’, cântec 

‘song’, chin ‘torture’, cinste ‘honour’, cuget ‘thinking’, cust ‘taste’, cuvănt ‘word’, dar 

‘gift’, dor ‘desire’, fapt ‘deed’, fugă ‘run’, gând ‘thought’, grai ‘speech’, ispită 

‘temptation’, jaf/jac ‘plunder’, jerftă/jărtvă ‘sacrifice’, județ ‘judgement’, laudă ‘praise’, 

lene ‘laziness’, lucru ‘work’, lumină/luminră ‘light’, mănie ‘rage’, mărturie ‘confession’, 

milă ‘pity’, miros ‘smell’, mînie/mânie ‘annoyance’, muncă ‘work’, nădejde ‘hope’, negoț 

‘trade’, nume ‘name’, odihnă ‘rest’, pagubă ‘damage’, pază ‘guard’, păcat ‘sin’, plată 

‘payment’, poftă/pohtă ‘craving’, ponoslu ‘complaint/mockery/ridicule’, post ‘fasting’, 

poveste ‘narration’, răspunsu ‘answer’, rod ‘fruit’, rugă ‘prayer’, scîrbă/scârbă ‘repulsion’, 

sfat/svat ‘advice’, somn ‘sleep’, târg ‘market’, tîlc/tâlc ‘interpretation’, trudă ‘torture’, 

veselie ‘joy’, veste ‘announcement’, vis ‘dream’, vitejie ‘bravery’, vorbă/voroavă ‘word/speech’, 

zid ‘building/wall’. 

The event versus result interpretation becomes evident in cases where the language 

allows doublets, i.e. two different nominal forms, one of which is the zero-derived nominal 

and the other, the -re infinitive as in: ceartă – certare, cântec – cântare, fapt – facere, ispită – 

ispitire, miros – mirosire, patimă – pătimire, sărut – sărutare, strigăt – strigare, veste – 

vestire or zid – zidire. In such a case, the former is the result nominal denoting the entity 

that results from the verbal event, it is the resultant object the referent of which is 

‘produced’ or ‘created’ by the action of the verb; and the latter is the event nominal and the 

entire construction denotes that the referent of the nominal in the syntactic subject position 

(i.e. the Agent) has created a realization or instantiation of the given event. Now, it is 

evident from the data presented above that one and the same verb either in the same (see 

(26) and (27)) or in two different texts (see (28) and (29)) can be accompanied either by a 

cognate nominal derived with the infinitive -re suffix or by a nominal derived with the help 

of one of the suffixes specialized for a result reading or even a zero-derived noun. Compare 

the following pairs of examples: 
 

(26) a. ce feliu de strigare  au  venit 

what kind of shouting  AUX.PERF.3PL come.PPTE 
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să  strige (DVS, 160) 

SĂ.SUBJ  shout.SUBJ.PRES.3PL 

‘what kind of shout did they come to make’ 

b. strigând svînta  strigătură (DVS, 163) 

shout.GER sacred.DEF shouting 

‘making the sacred shout’ 

(27) a. Și mirosi  Domnul mirosire bine mirositoare (BB, 6) 

and smell.PERF.3SG Lord.DEF smelling  well smelling.F 

‘And the Lord smelled a sweet savour’ 

b. și  mirosi  mirosul  hainilor  lui (BB, 19) 

 and smell.PERF.3SG smell.DEF clothes.GEN his 

‘And he smelled the smell of his raiment’ 

(28) a. câți vor  zidi orice fel de zidire (Prav3, 142) 

how many AUX.FUT.3PL build  any type of building 

‘how many will build any type of building’ 

b. zidul lung, ce zidise  Anastasie împărat (MC, 156) 

wall.DEF long that build.PERF.3SG Anastasie emperor 

‘the long wall that Anastasie emperor built’ 

(29) a. sufletească îmblare să  îmblați (CazV, 42) 

spiritual.F walking SĂ.SUBJ  walk.SUBJ.PRES.2PL 

‘you should walk a spiritual walk’ 

b. aceste umblete de demult le   umbla (PIst, 171) 

this.F.PL walk.PL  of long time CL.ACC.F.3PL walk.PERF.3SG 

‘he had been walking these walks for a long time’ 

 

 4.3. Interim summary 
 

In this section of the paper, I took a close look at the properties of the verb and those 
of the CO. After discussing (telic) unaccusative and denominal verbs, I turned to the most 
prominent features of the CO. In sum, the type of nominal that can appear as a CO is a 
nominal that can have a result interpretation or is even specialized for such a reading. This 
is the case of the -re infinitive, the class of nominals derived with suffixes specialized for a 
result reading such as -ură/-urâ, -anță/-ență/-ință, -eală/-ială/-ală, -ăciune/-iciune/-eciune/ 
-iune, -mănt/-ment/-mânt or -ție and the class of zero-derived nominals. As the supine 
nominal is (almost) exclusively verbal with no result nominal reading, it is barred from 
occurring in this construction. 
 
 

5. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper, I examined COCs in OR by taking a close look at the corpus 

established for this period of language. The analysis revealed the existence of a large 
number and wide variety of transitive, transitivizing and aspectual cognate constructions in 
this stage of Romanian. Moreover, it showed that the verb can be not only (atelic) 
unergative but also (telic) unaccusative. The discussion on the derivation and semantic 
interpretation of the CO shed light on the generalization that the nominal denotes a result; 
therefore, objects that are (almost) exclusively event-denoting (e.g. the supine nominal) are 
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barred from occurring in this construction and those nominals which are ambiguous 
between an event and a result interpretation (e.g. the infinitive nominal) can appear in this 
construction but then the result interpretation becomes prominent. 
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A – Alexandria, 1620. Ed. F. Zgraon, Cele mai vechi cărţi populare în literatura română XI, 

București, Fundaţia Naţională pentru Știinţă și Artă, 2006, 127-228. 

ACP – Antim Ivireanul, Capete de poruncă, 1714. Ed.: Antim Ivireanul, Opere, ed. G. Ștrempel, 

București, Minerva, 1972, 386-394. 

AD – Antim Ivireanul, Didahii, 1722–1725. Ed.: Antim Ivireanul, Opere, ed. F. Faifer, București, 

Minerva, 1983. 

AIP – Antim Ivireanul, Învăţătură pentru taina pocăinţii, 1705. Ed.: Antim Ivireanul, Opere, ed.  

G. Ștrempel, București, Minerva, 1972, 347-361. 

AMD – Cristina-Ioana Dima, Apocalipsul Maicii Domnului, 1590–1762. Versiuni românești din 

secolele al XVI-lea – al XIX-lea, București, Editura Academiei Române, 2012, 205-281. 

B.2001 – Biblia sau Sfânta Scriptură. Ediţie jubiliară a Sfântului Sinod/versiune diortosită după 

Septuaginta, redactată şi adnotată de Bartolomeu Valeriu Anania, București, Editura 

Institutului Biblic și de Misiune al Bisericii Ortodoxe Române, 2001. 
BB – Biblia de la București, 1688. Biblia, adecă Dumnezeiasca Scriptură a Vechiului și Noului 

Testament, București, Editura Institutului Biblic, 1988. 
CazV – Varlaam, Cazania, 1643. Ed.: J. Byck, București, Editura Academiei, 1943. 
CB – Codicele popii Bratul, 1559-1560. Ed. Al. Gafton: <http://media.lit.uaic.ro/gafton>. 
CC1 – Coresi, Tâlcul Evangheliilor, 1567. Ed.: Coresi, Tâlcul evangheliilor și Molitevnic rumânesc, 

ed. V. Drimba, București, Editura Academiei Române, 1998, 31-187. 
CC2 – Coresi, Evanghelie cu învățătură, 1581. Ed.: Coresi, Carte cu învățătură (1581), vol. I. Textul, 

ed. S. Pușcariu, Al. Procopovici. București, Socec, 1914. 
CD – Dimitrie Cantemir, Divanul, 1698. Ed.: V. Cândea, București, Editura pentru literatură, 1969. 
CII1 – Dimitrie Cantemir, Istoria ieroglifică, ~1705. Ed.: P. P. Panaitescu, I Verdeș, București, 

Editura pentru literatură, 1965. Volumul I.  
CII2 – Dimitrie Cantemir, Istoria ieroglifică, ~1705. Ed.: P. P. Panaitescu, I Verdeș, București, 

Editura pentru literatură, 1965. Volumul II. 
CÎ – Cheia înțelesului. Ed. Ioannykij Haleatovskyi, Cheia înţelesului, ed. R. Popescu, București, 

Libra, 2000, 13-194. 
CLM – Miron Costin, Letopiseţul Ţării Moldovei, 1700-1750. Ed.: M. Costin, Opere, ed. P. P. Panaitescu, 

București, Editura de Stat pentru Literatură și Artă, 1958, 41-201. 
CLRV – Al. Mareș, Crestomaţia limbii române vechi, I (1521-1639), București, Editura Academiei 

Române, 2016, ediția a II-a, 53-222. 
CoRoLa – Corpus computațional de referință pentru limba română contemporană. 

https://corola.racai.ro/ 
CPrav – Coresi, Pravila, 1560-1562. Ed.: E. Buză și alții, in Texte românești din secolul al XVI-lea, 

București, Editura Academiei, 1982. 
CS – Codex Sturdzanus. Ed.: Gh. Chivu, București, Editura Academiei Române, 1993, 237-300. 
CT – Coresi, Tetraevanghel, 1560-1561. Ed.: Tetraevanghelul tipărit de Coresi. Brașov 1560-1561, 

comparat cu Evangheliarul lui Radu de la Mănicești. 1574. Ed.: F. Dimitrescu, București, 
Editura Academiei, 1963, 39-167. 

CTd – Codicele Todorescu, 1600-1640. Ed.: N. Drăganu. Două manuscripte vechi. Codicele 
Todorescu și Codicele Marţian, Edițiunea Academiei Române, București, 1914, 191-229. 

DÎ – Documente și însemnări românești din secolul al XVI-lea, text stabilit și indice de Gh. Chivu,  

M. Georgescu, M. Ioniţă, Al. Mareș, Al. Roman-Moraru, București, Editura Academiei Române, 

1979, 91-212. 
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DP – Dosoftei, Psaltirea de-nţăles, 1680. Ed.: M. Cobzaru, Iași, Demiurg, 2007, 273-704. 

DPV – Dosoftei, Psaltirea în versuri, 1673. Chișinău, Litera, 1998, 9-326. 

DVS – Dosoftei, Viața și petreacerea svinților, 1682-1686. Ed.: R. Frențiu, Cluj-Napoca, Echinox, 

2002. 

EG – Dimitrie Eustatievici Brașoveanul, Gramatica rumânească (1757). Prima gramatică a limbii 

române. Ed. N.A. Ursu, București, Editura Științifică, 1969, 1-147. 

FD – Floarea darurilor, 1592-1604. Ed. A. Moraru, Cele mai vechi cărţi populare în literatura 

română I, București, Minerva, 1996, 119-182. 

GCond – Literatura românească de ceremonial. Condica lui Gheorgachi, 1762. Ed.: D. Simonescu, 

București, Fundația Regele Carol I, 1939, 262-312. 

GIst – Radu Greceanu, Începătura istoriii vieții luminatului și preacreștinului Domnului Țării 

Rumânești, ~1750. Ed. Cronicari munteni, vol. II. Ed.: M. Gregorian, București, Editura 

pentru Literatură, 1961, 5-272. 

IS – Nicolae Iorga, Scrisori de boieri. Scrisori de domni, ed. a II-a, Vălenii-de-Munte, Datina 

românească, 1925, 49-110, 131-141, 254-311. 

LD – Legenda duminicii, 1600-1750. Ed.: E. Timotin, Cele mai vechi cărţi populare în literatura 

română X, București, Fundaţia Naţională pentru Știinţă și Artă, 2005, 313-394. 

Mărg – Mărgăritare. Cuvinte ale Sfîntului Ioan Gură de Aur și ale multor Sfinți și Dascăli, 1691. Ed.: 

F. Stuparu, București, Cartea Ortodoxă, Libra, 2010, 7-420. 

MC – M. Moxa, Cronograf, 1620. Ed.: Mihail Moxa, Cronica universală. Ed.: G. Mihăilă, București, 

Minerva, 1989, 95-223. 

ME – Mihai Eminescu, 1995. Opere I. Poezii I. București, Grai și Suflet – Cultura Națională. 

NCL – Nicolae Costin, Letopiseţul Ţării Moldovei, ~1715-1750. Ed.: Nicolae Costin, Scrieri în două 

volume, ed. S. Korolevschi, Chișinău, Hyperion, 1990, 21-334, 335-406. Volumul I. 

NÎnv – Învățăturile lui Neagoe Basarab către fiul său Teodosie, ~1700. Ed. F. Moisil, D. Zamfirescu, 

București, Minerva, 1970, 125-352. 

NL – Ion Neculce, Letopiseţul, ~1750-1766 Ed.: Ion Neculce, Letopiseţul Ţării Moldovei și O samă 

de cuvinte, ed. I. Iordan, București, Editura de Stat pentru Literatură și Artă, 1955, 105-405. 

PH – Psaltirea Hurmuzaki, ed. I. Gheţie și M. Teodorescu, București, Editura Academiei Române, 

2005, 85-211. 

PIst – Radu Popescu, Istoriile domnilor Țării Românești, ~1780. Ed.: C. Grecescu, București, Editura 

Academiei, 1963, 3-302. 

PO – Palia de la Orăştie, 1582. Ed.: V. Pamfil, Bucureşti, Editura Academiei, 1968. 

Prav1 – Carte romînească de învăţătură, 1646. Ed. Colectivul de drept vechi romînesc condus de  

A. Rădulescu, București, Editura Academiei, 1961, 33-196. 

Prav2 – Îndreptarea legii. 1652. Ed. Colectivul de drept vechi romînesc condus de A. Rădulescu, 

București, Editura Academiei, 1962, 33-631. 

Prav3 – Pravilniceasca condică. 1780. Ed. Colectivul pentru vechiul drept românesc condus de.  

A. Rădulescu, București, Editura Academiei, 1957, 33-156. 

PS – Psaltirea Scheiană, 1573-1578. Ed.: I. Bianu, Textul în facsimile și transcriere cu variantele din 

Coresi (1577), Tomul I, Bucuresci, Tipografia Carol Göbl, 1889. 

SA – Ioan Zoba din Vinţ, Sicriul de aur, 1683. Ed.: A. Goţia, București, Minerva, 1984, 5-179. 

Sind – Sindipa, 1703. Ed. M. Georgescu, Cele mai vechi cărţi populare în literatura română I, 

București, Minerva, 1996, 249-315. 

SVI – Varlaam și Ioasaf, ~1670. Ed.: M. Stanciu Istrate, Reflexe ale medievalităţii europene în cultura 

română veche: Varlaam și Ioasaf în cea mai veche versiune a traducerii lui Udriște Năsturel, 

București, Editura Muzeului Național al Literaturii Române, 2013, 81-325. 

ȘT – Șeapte taine a besearecii, Iași, 1644, 1644. Ed.: I. Mazilu, Iași, Editura Universităţii „Alexandru 

Ioan Cuza”, 2012, 173-259. 

ULM – Grigore Ureche, Letopiseţul Ţării Moldovei, ~1725. Ed.: P. P. Panaitescu, București, Editura 

de Stat pentru Literatură și Artă, 1958, 63-225. Ediția a II-a revăzută. 
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VE – Viaţa lui Esop, 1703. Ed. V. Barbu, București, Minerva, 1999, 175-208. 

VN – Viaţa Sfântului Vasile cel Nou și Vămile văzduhului. Ed. M. Stanciu-Istrate, Cele mai vechi 

cărţi populare în literatura română IX, București, Editura Fundaţia Naţională pentru Știinţă 

și Artă, 2004, 149-261. 

VRC – Varlaam, Răspunsul împotriva catihismusului calvinesc, 1645. Ed.: Varlaam, Opere, ed.  

M. Teodorescu, București, Minerva, 1984, 183-230. 

VS – Vedenia Sofianei, ~1700. Ed. A. Timotin, E. Timotin, Cele mai vechi cărţi populare în 

literatura română VI, București, Editura Fundaţia Naţională pentru Știinţă și Artă, 2002, 

133-149. 
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